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you all will continue to create.

All the best,
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The YP4 Team

Joy, Andrew, Chagan, Gabriela, Vidushani, Karen and Mercedes
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a more progressive future! We look forward to keeping in touch and hearing about the tremendous impact
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Again, congratulations on your completion of the YP4 Fellowship and welcome to the next step in building

CREATING

CREATING

College Scholarship.

E

unique opportunities we offer include the YP4 Career Center, Front Line Leaders Academy, and the Heinz

PEOPLE
CLASS
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creating

work completed during the Fellowship year are maintained and supported over the long-term. Some of the

E

We also encourage you to explore the member advancement opportunities which ensure the skills built and

PEOPLE

PEOPLE

during your time as a Fellow, continue your leadership development, and give back to the program.

PEOPLE Lasts

engaging in our alumni network. As alumni, you can continue building on the relationships you developed

PEOPLE

We hope you will continue to reflect, support and grow with each other in the years to come through

HANGE YOUNG

bright paths forward showcased in the pages that follow in the 2014-2015 Fellowship Yearbook.
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As we close the Fellowship year, we want to share with the breadth and depth of our shared work, and your
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thoughtful actions. You all are creating the change you want to see, and that vision is reflected in the work

PEOPLE

submission of 62 Blueprints for Social Justice. These Blueprints are the result of clear visions coupled with
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You built your skills and networks through trainings and capacity building exercises as well as one-on-one
conversations with mentors, movement leaders, and each other. These experiences culminated in the

PEOPLE
CREATING
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Fellowship year to continue to create sustainable and responsible change, and that is what you have done!
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want to recognize the truly outstanding work and growth that has occurred this year. We embarked on this
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As we close out your Fellowship year and transition you into our dynamic and dedicated alumni network, we
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communities continues to inspire and strengthen our commitment to the progressive movement.
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It has been a remarkable year! The tangible and impactful change you are creating in your campuses and

you have done this past year.
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LASTS
YOUNG

NUMBER OF FELLOWS
1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

9-10

CHANGE
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CHA

YP4 MEMBERSHIP

YP4 VOTE PROGRAM

YOU

DEMOGRAPHICS: WHO WE ARE

In 2014, 25 YP4 vote organizers mobilized over 30,000 people to vote in 15 different states with the help of over 200
volunteers. The organizers contacted voters by registering voters, gathering “Arrive with Five” pledge cards (a get-outthe-vote tactic by which voters pledge to cast a ballot and also get five other folks to vote), driving folks to the polls,
and hosting over 200 rallies and events to share knowledge about the political process and ensure thousands could
cast ballots during the election – many for the first time.

11-12

3

YP4 COURTS MATTER CAMPAIGN

PEOPLE

CREA

Because conservatives have co-opted the courts as a way to further marginalize communities, YP4 ran its first
Courts Matter campaign to educate young people about – and help them advocate for – the creation of a progressive
judiciary. Over 30 fellows and alumni partook, came together for a day-long training after the 2015 National Summit,
and worked to incorporate courts into their Blueprints and community activism. YP4 also published a toolkit on
the courts’ role, granted participants the opportunity to attend relevant conferences (such as CLPP and the ACS
Convention), and numerous fellows and alums are already using the courts to advance trans rights, uphold affirmative
action, and more.

P

THE SERVERS

“I have become more comfortable with being assertive and

making sure my voice is heard as a result of my time with YP4.”
— Candace Milner

LASTS
YOUNG

Kyara Andrade
Roxbury, MA

4

Alma Hernandez
Tucson, AZ

Claudio Barboza
Northfield, MN

Christian Redbird

Griselda Fregoso
Glendale, AR

Olivia Sedwick
Indianapolis, IN

Jasmine Blackston

Brian Broken Leg

Dominik Burks

Lizeth Garcia Medina

Ana Guevara

Veronica Higareda

Zachary Koop

Victor Perry

Brooklyn, NY

Emma Halling
Elkhart, IN

Lake Worth, FL

Joshua Serchen

CHANGE
Albuquerque, NM

Leanne Pick

Richfield, WI

Charlotte, NC

PEOPLE
“YP4 inspired to seriously consider

pursuing public office. I’m shaping my

Robert Taylor
Conway, AR

professional plans around that possibility
of running for the U.S. Senate.”

— Olivia Sedwick

EOPL

CHA

THE ADVOCATES

CLASS OF 2014-2015

YOU

CLASS OF 2014-2015

Nicholas Sheffield
Austin, TX

Fort Yates, ND

McAllen, TX

Tallahassee, FL

La Crosse, WI

Aida Rodriguez

Jamal Washington

Eden Zimak

Mexico City, MX

Laurel, MD

Ypsilanti, MI

Wilson, NC
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CREA

Santiago
Quintana García

Lake Worth, FL

Sun Valley, NV

Alyssah Roth
El Paso, TX

P

Desmond Miller
Flint, MI

Devin Murphy
Los Angeles, CA

Erick Nava
Santa Fe, NM

THE CREATIVES

Caylyn Perry
Hoover, AL

LASTS
YOUNG

“Y P4 has been incredibly helpful in providing me with the tools, the

6

training, and guidance, through a wealth of contacts involved in the

progressive meeting, to develop. I also look forward to continuing to

work with and for YP4/PFAW through other programs. I think that YP4
has really helped me to identify my skills, network with others who
support and inspire me, and to visualize how I can use my skills to

CHANGE

help my community.”

— Armani Madison

PEOPLE

EOPL

CHA

THE POLICY MAKERS

CLASS OF 2014-2015

YOU

CLASS OF 2014-2015

Priscilla Acosta

Kyle Albert

London Arnold

Jason Baskette-Chalk

Sarah Castro

Brooke Cisneros

Alexandria Clark

Taynara Costa-Moura

Phoenix, AZ

Valrico, FL

Northbrook, IL

Rio Rancho, NM

Memphis, TN

Orangeburg, SC

Luke Grabski

Brent Hamlet

Tranard Harvin

Markita Helton

Romeo Jackson

Lane, SC

Bowling Green, OH

Louisville, KY

Chicago, IL

DeKalb, IL

Santa Monica, CA
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CREA

Makela Elvy
Bronx, NY

South Windsor, CT

Greg Harrison
Detroit, MI

Areeba Kamal
South Hadley, MA

P

Catherine Mitchell
Stanford, CA

Albuquerque, NM

Candace Roane

Peter Ruiz

Round Rock, TX

Winter Park, FL

Brianna Warner

Barbara Wolfin

LASTS
YOUNG

Nicole Tinson
Los Angeles, CA

8

Adriana Ortiz

Jesús Vásquez-Cipriano
Los Angeles, CA

Gulfport, MS

THE CAPACITY BUILDERS AND EDUCATORS

for myself or others or to enact change in my community

CHANGE

Kassim Alani

Sixto Cancel

Sapphire Carter

Nicholas Chan

Brienne Colston

Northfield, MN

PEOPLE
— Leanne Pick

Kristina Agbebiyi

Nathan Detweiler

in-depth training, YP4 has imparted many of those skills
onto me.”

Zakiya Acey

Richmond, VA

“As a young person, I never felt empowered to speak up

peers who have done just that. Through impactful and

PavitraAbraham
Farmington Hills, MI

Burney, CA

on a large scale. YP4 has introduced me to many of my

EOPL

CHA

THE CREATIVES

CLASS OF 2014-2015

YOU

CLASS OF 2014-2015

Laura Hernandez
Richmond, VA

Euclid, OH

Box Elder, MT

Kennesaw, GA

Houston, TX

Grant Grimard

Shon Harris

Jonathan Jean-Pierre

Tory Kappel

Ann Arbor, MI

Brooklyn, NY

Chapel Hill, NC

Memphis, TN

Bronx, NY
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CREA
Zachary Hendrickson

Yukon, OK

“On the completion of the YP4 fellowship, I definitely grew
throughout my leadership and refined my abilities, while
establishing a more definite vision of the type of work I would
like to continue with.”

— Gurwinder Singh

Hutchinson, KS

Rubén Lebron
Wichita, KS

P

Ramona Luna
Brownsville, TX

Kelly Mears
Eninitas, CA

Bryan Miranda
Bound Brook, NJ

Alicia Morejon
Union City, NJ

LASTS
YOUNG

Jodi Nimmo
Fayetteville, AR
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Rahul Prasai
Chandler, AZ

Gabriela Noa Betancourt
Miami, FL

Luisa Reyes

Cassandra Osei
Lawrence, KS

Kelsey Reynolds
Culver City, CA

Celeste Tinajero
Sparks, NV

Sydney Pettiford

Jestina Roberts
Woodbridge, VA

Houston, TX

Gurwinder Singh
South Ozone Park, NY

Thylan Singleton
Lithonia, GA

Christin Thorpe
Hampton, VA

Columbus, OH

Victoria Wallace
Rosewell, GA

Jordan Wilson
Gary, IN

Charlotte, NC

“I am more of a leader who lets others lead first. I know
when to stand up and speak out and when to take a step
back. I know how to be more organized and proactive.
Thank you so much to the knowledgeable staff and
alumni and other YP4 Fellows who made this such a
valuable experience for life.”

PEOPLE
Cortney Sanders

Olivia Wallace

Mona Zahir

Woodbridge, VA

CHANGE
New Brunswick, NJ

THE CAPACITY BUILDERS AND EDUCATORS

EOPL

CHA

THE CAPACITY BUILDERS AND EDUCATORS

CLASS OF 2014-2015

YOU

CLASS OF 2014-2015

— Celeste Tinajero
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CREA

P

Melissa Alba
Terrytown, LA

12

Jack Anderson
Kearney, NE

Khari Baker
Charlotte, NC

LASTS
YOUNG

Teressa Baldwin
Kotzebue, AK

Lela Ali

Rocky Mount, NC

Leah Ford
Bartlett, TN

Alejandro Carrillo
Oakdale, CA

Jennyfer
Hernández Austria

Tara Chattoraj
Warrenville, IL

Reginald Hutchins

Arielle Clarkson

Miami, FL

Dallas, TX

Joanna Jaeger

CHANGE
Riverdale, GA

THE ORGANIZERS

Garden City, NY

PEOPLE
Armani Madison
Stockbridge, GA

Darius Mahmoudi
Flagstaff, AZ

Candace Milner
Columbus, OH

“I have become more organized as a leader which has
enhanced my ability to communicate my vision and actually
execute my plans.”
— Reginald Hutchins

Wilmer Montesdeoca
Brooklyn, NY

EOPL

CHA

THE ORGANIZERS

CLASS OF 2014-2015

YOU

CLASS OF 2014-2015

Natalie Omary

Stephanie Padilla

Gian-Carlo Parel

Jackie Park

Warren Radebe

Fernando Ramos

Sylvie Rosenkalt

Naz Seenauth

New York, NY

Charlotte, NC

Amber Tinsmon
Blue Springs, MO

Gabrielle Weiss
Albuquerque, NM

Isleta, NM

New Orleans, LA

Torii Uyehara
Ashland, OR

Louisville, KY

Boston, MA

Queens Village, NY
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CREA

Devont’e Watson
Albuquerque, NM

Northridge, CA

Merriam Weatherhead

“YP4 prepared to be a leader in my
community by giving me the tools
necessary to create a blueprint for
social change. The assignments
for the blueprint are instrumental
to creating and implementing a
successful social justice project.
The blueprint assignment sequence
is one of the greatest tools that YP4
offered me.”

— Aida Rodriguez

Eugene, OR

2014
BLUEPRINTS FOR
SOCIAL JUSTICE

COMMUNITY SAFETY & JUSTICE:
BRENT HAMLET

Northeastern Illinois University –
DeKalb, Illinois

ECONOMIC JUSTICE:
LONDON ARNOLD

Spelman College – Atlanta, Georgia
Over the past year the city of Memphis has sunk further into poverty, reclaiming its status as the nation’s

Brent quickly came to understand the scope of Mass Incarceration work, particularly as it relates to the

poorest large metropolitan area with a population below 1 million. However, many do not recognize this

School to Prison Pipeline, and has been working on it tirelessly in his hometown of Chicago. He hopes to

issue especially when they do not visit or live in the affected neighborhoods. London’s Blueprint seeks

expand this work with organizations and schools that are centered on youth and family development with the

to educate young people on the contributing factors to Memphis’ concentrated poverty and engage

objective of building relationships with his community and working with people to promote positive alternatives

them in sustainable solutions including economic expansion which includes the community members

for combating this pressing issue.

of gentrified and low-income neighborhoods in Memphis. Seed funding for this Blueprint will resource
a short documentary style film which will help expose the stigmas associated with individuals living in
disadvantaged neighborhoods and the general public’s views on the future of Memphis.

CATHERINE MITCHELL

Stanford University – Palo Alto, California

16

CAYLYN PERRY

Through Catherine’s Blueprint, she is supporting the local

Vanderbilt University –
Nashville, Tennessee

Palo Alto Buena Vista mobile home park’s movement to

Every summer thousands of interns

prevent their eviction. For the past few years, the Buena

make the pilgrimage to Washington,

Vista mobile home park has been facing potential eviction

D.C. to work unpaid for our national

from Palo Alto and most likely from the entire Bay Area

government in some capacity. 71%

because of gentrification. Through community organizing

of all students graduating from

on and off Stanford’s campus, Catherine is working to

four-year colleges had student loan

raise awareness and build allyship with Buena Vista so

debt. Considering that D.C. was

they will not be another victim of racism, classism, and

ranked the most expensive metro

gentrification.

area in the country according to
data from the U.S. Bureau Census,
it is hard to believe our government

DISABILITY RIGHTS:

expects lower and middle income
Americans to work for free for
an entire summer. Interning for
America seeks to help students

SYLVIE ROSENKALT

Oberlin College – Oberlin, Ohio
The Healing Justice Lending Library is a library of tools to help students and community members live and
thrive in Oberlin. We see healing as Movement work. The Library will be stocked with healing tools ranging
from mobility devices to gender affirming items to trauma kits to herbal remedies. We hope for the Library
to be an entry point into disability justice community and organizing work for many people, a place to raise
consciousness and politicize the issue of disability. We envision a thriving community of politicized disabled
folks, healing together, sharing our collective knowledge with each other, and working together to challenge
ableism in our community. The process of creating the library will be documented in an instructional DIY
Healing Justice Lending Library Zine. As a conscious effort to resist a society that tries to isolate us, we see
collective healing as a revolutionary tool.

who are interested in learning about
their democracy but cannot afford
unpaid options. Through a monthly
newsletter sent out to college
career services departments and
students, IFA connects students to
paid government opportunities. As
IFA develops, it will begin creating
local court internships and lobbying
state governments to pay their
summer interns.

17

ECONOMIC JUSTICE:

EDUCATIONAL EQUITY & ACCESS:

JOSHUA SERCHEN

DOMINIK BURKS

Attending school in the District of Columbia, Josh has a unique perspective on the role anchor institutions

The “Chance Campaign” is a hands-on project centered on the development of inner city youth. Utilizing the

such as universities play in their communities. D.C. has some of the highest income disparity in the nation.

resources available, the “Chance Campaign” intends to open the eyes of underserved youth to the many

In one quadrant one can find extreme wealth – multimillion-dollar homes, low crime, and prestigious

different obtainable routes they can choose to become impactful and innovative members of society. While

universities that have luxurious residence halls with names like “Ivory Tower.” In an adjacent quadrant,

looking to provide youth with opportunity, the “Chance Campaign” will advocate for the targeted demographic

extreme poverty, high crime, food deserts, and homelessness are prevalent. While policy change at the

and be the voice for youth who constantly fall by the wayside due to the lack of progressive leadership in our

local and national level is preferable, there is still much that can be done by nongovernment factors to

communities.

George Washington University – Washington, D.C.

Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University – Tallahassee, Florida

alleviate the effects of disparity. Through his joint Blueprint with YP4 alum Zach Komes ‘13, Josh hopes
to change GW procurement and investment policy to better serve the D.C. community. Their initiative,
“Bank on DC,” asks George Washington University (GW) to invest $250,000 of its cash-on-hand in a local
Community Development Bank (CDB). CDBs are community banks that are required to provide a certain
amount of loans to low-income residents. By investing in CDBs, GW can help serve the underbanked
residents in the District that don’t have access to traditional financial services and mitigate the effects that
predatory check cashing stores have on underbanked communities. Josh hopes to see their Blueprint will
eventually be carried out at campuses around the country.

TY COSTA MOURA

Santa Monica College –
Santa Monica, California
Ty’s Blueprint addresses the
cost of public higher education
in California. With constant
tuition hikes and stagnant middle

18

NICOLE TINSON

Yale University – New Haven, Connecticut
Nicole became passionate about finding
ways to end violence in urban communities
after her older brother was shot and killed in
South Central Los Angeles. As she began to
do her research, she came to the conclusion
that one of the root causes of violence stems
from poverty. Thus, Nicole’s Blueprint for
Social Justice is an online platform that
encourages people to seek their higher selves
financially, socially and independently. Jobs

JOSHUA SERCHEN will be working in the Senate

over the summer and hopes to be interning for a
Senate committee in the Fall semester.

ROBERT TAYLOR will be completing his

internship at the European Parliament in
Brussels, Belgium. Once he returns, he will begin
a Fellowship at the Delta Regional Authority in
Clarksdale, Mississippi working with federal
economic development professionals on economic
justice for Delta communities.

class wages, it has become

19

increasingly difficult for students
from middle and lower class
families to finish their education.
Part of the reason why California
state colleges and universities
were defunded so much is
because of the way in which
property taxes were reassessed
in the 1970s in order to protect
homeowners, creating a major
loophole for businesses to pay
less in taxes. This, in turn, has

R 4 You (JR4U) will serve as a source for

required the state to massively

motivation, as well as listed job opportunities,

defund higher education and

local trainings and workshops, and tips on

consequentially increase tuition

job sustainability and networking. Jobs R 4

costs. To mitigate this, Ty is

You operates with a particular emphasis to

working to gather over 2 million

curb violence by assisting people in securing

community college students’

employment.

support for policy reforms
that will protect homeowners
while closing the loophole for
corporations, thus helping to
reduce student debt and increase
access to higher education.

GRANT GRIMARD

Washtenaw Community College –
Ann Arbor, Michigan
All too often, community colleges are forgotten and
overlooked in the legislative process despite the focus on
low college graduation and transfer rates. Yet these same
institutions are a cornerstone of most political speeches about
job creation. Indeed, community colleges are crucial to the
academic and professional successes of American students:
they have a tremendous ability to foster hope and confidence
in students and governments all across the country ought to
invest in that. Grant’s Blueprint will work to make tuition at
community colleges free in the state of Michigan. By investing
in community colleges, Grant will be combatting systemic
blockades such as the income-gap in Michigan communities.

EDUCATIONAL EQUITY & ACCESS:
SHON HARRIS

TRANARD HARVIN

ARMANI MADISON

Generation Heart is a scholarship initiative

The Low Country Youth Enhancement

Armani’s Blueprint will be for a day-long conference

founded by Shon with the support of his

FUND Program promotes the leadership

for Providence-area high school students of color,

fraternity, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.

development of the youth in Williamsburg

the aim of which will be to encourage students

in 2013. The initiative incorporates an

County, SC by providing financial support

to begin thinking about college, to reflect on the

annual benefit concert that showcases

from a central funding pool explicitly for

importance of education, and to engage these

numerous forms of artistic expression

national conferences, conventions and

students in leadership development workshops. The

such as dance, spoken word, music,

other related events. This idea stems from

workshops will be aimed to further instill a spirit of

and visual art. As a first generation

the need for financial support for the youth

action, advocacy, activism, and awareness in local

college student, Shon realized that

of Williamsburg County. Financial need

students. In addition, it will help connect students

despite receiving financial aid from

is the determining factor of families in the

with local educational institutions, college access

his respective institution there were

area and it keeps the youth from exploring

programs, community organizations, and college

numerous expenses not funded through

the world outside of the county. This is

students. By learning from community activists,

his financial aid package (i.e. textbooks,

a barrier that these young people have

admissions officers, advocacy and community

on campus health insurance, etc.). Since

no control over but definitely deserve the

organizations, and college students, participants

the inception of Generation Heart in

option of escape. The FUND Program will

will hopefully leave with increased inspiration and

conjunction with Alpha Phi Alpha’s Miss

provide leadership development trainings

commitment to action, and have the resources and

Black & Gold Scholarship Pageant, the

that will enrich and instill progressive values

connections to help them achieve higher education.

initiative has helped to award $1,000 in

in young people as they prepare to be

Students will also learn about basic foundational

scholarships to graduating high school

advocates for social change. This program

social justice realms and issues.

seniors in the Greater Winston-Salem,

serves youth ages 12 to 18 and bridges

North Carolina area. In 2015, Shon would

the gap between educational instruction

Wake Forest University –
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

20

EDUCATIONAL EQUITY & ACCESS:

like to set and exceed a new fundraising
goal of $1500-$2000.

Claflin University –
Orangeburg, South Carolina

SHON HARRIS will be joining the Teach For America

Corps in Indianapolis, Indiana

BRYAN MIRANDA

Rutgers University – New Brunswick, New Jersey

in the classroom, community service and
occupational training.

JACKIE PARK

During the early 1960’s, educational access for marginalized communities was a central issue. Students in

Middlebury College –
Middlebury, Vermont

Newark took to the streets to protest the lack of affordable education. Through their actions and with the

Jackie’s Blueprints will work with

help of local legislators, the Educational Opportunity Fund (EOF) program was created in February of 1968

the Woman of Color organization at

to serve first-generation low-income students in New Jersey. The program works to provide its students

Middlebury College to ensure the voices

with an academic preparatory summer program, priority on financial aid in the form of Tuition Aid Grants

of marginalized communities are heard.

and Institutional Aid. Currently, The EOF program is under attack from budget cuts in the legislature and

Students with marginalized identities

Tuition Aid grants are being underfunded. This Blueprint seeks to organize EOF students to advocate for

deserve and WILL take up spaces and

their opportunity, build leadership, and create coalitions to collaborate with other EOF students on their

WILL feel comfortable being unapologetic

local campus and statewide. This Blueprint also aims to empower students of the EOF community in order

for who they are in all spaces on the

for them to properly advocate the importance of keeping this program fully funded. Components of the

Middlebury College campus. Through

Blueprint involve leadership training, as well as practicing narratives of self to discover the against-all-odd

student, faculty and staff support, students

story inside every EOF student.

of color will be accepted, proud and happy.

Brown University –
Providence, Rhode Island
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EDUCATIONAL EQUITY & ACCESS:
LUISA REYES

TORII UYEHARA

Wellesley College – Wellesley, Massachusetts

GURWINDER SINGH

Stony Brook University – Stony Brook, New York

Luisa’s Blueprint is dedicated to implementing a collective impact consultancy to transform how young

Southern Oregon University –
Ashland, Oregon

women and girls are supported in urban, working class cities. Leveraging and coordinating the work of

Torii’s Blueprint addresses

Youth) is an organization based in Richmond Hill that works

non-profits, government institutions, and schools in these cities are at the core of this approach to social

the lack of representation of

towards eradicating barriers youth face on a daily basis.

change. The purpose behind this work is to support self-determination, a growth mindset, and dream-chasing

regional university students in

Many adolescents in the area are of a low-income and

amongst young women and girls. Given the nature of collective impact work, this will be a long-term endeavor

Oregon’s capital by organizing

immigrant background and do not always have access to

and a social venture that she intends to scale.

seventy-five Southern Oregon

proper role models, academic support, personal, social

University students to attend

or professional skills to succeed and fully take advantage

a statewide rally in the capital

of the opportunities that exist. Focusing on Punjabi youth,

to address issues of public

our project is dedicated to unlocking their true potential

post-secondary education

through education, mentorship and leadership. In addition

funding. In preparation for the

to offering fundamental information lost in a flawed system

rally, participating students will

and intergenerational gaps, ROOP aims to create a safe

attend a workshop where they

space community where young people can come together

will learn about the structure

to critically discuss and engage in issues of identity, race,

of the state government,

class, gender that affect them. By bringing in college students

university administration, and

from the area to work with middle school and early high

the processes through which

school students, we want to create a “big sibling, little sibling”

decisions about the university

environment that collaboratively works to offer support and

budget are made. The Blueprint

guidance in a variety of regards. Through this long-term and

aims to give students a sense

intersectional process, we hope to develop strong leaders,

of their own power, as well as

offer resources, and instill confidence in our youth in order to

start new dialogue around how

raise the overall critical consciousness and social awareness

regional students can play a role

of our community.

CANDACE ROANE

Bowling Green State University –
Bowling Green, Ohio
Candace wants all students to have
better access to textbooks and be
able to purchase the books they
need for class. Her Blueprint will
22

EDUCATIONAL EQUITY & ACCESS:

implement regulations on the cost of
textbooks and require instructors to
use the same textbook for course for
three consecutive years. The BGSU
Bookstore will run more efficiently
and be able to reduce prices due to a
large reduction in losses from unused
stock that was caused by faculty
and staff changing book orders last
minute. Students will not have to
schedule classes based on their
budget for textbooks and be able take
whatever courses they choose and
graduate on time. Once her Blueprint
is implemented more students will
attend BGSU because they will be
able to afford specific courses.

CORTNEY SANDERS will be

pursuing a Master’s degree in Public
Policy.

CORTNEY SANDERS

University of Texas – Austin, Texas
Cortney’s Blueprint addresses the issues of access
and opportunity for high school students in Houston’s

ROOP (Richmond Hill Organizing Opportunities for Punjabi

in the decisions being made
about their education.

underserved communities. Her vision for Houston is
creating an informed, engaged, and organized community
that seeks to activate the minds of students located in
poverty stricken areas and build coalitions of positive

NAZ SEENAUTH

mentorship from all community stakeholders. Equipping

John Jay College of Criminal Justice – New York City, New York

high school students at Kashmere High School (Cortney’s

Naz has spent many years working with students and youth in New York City of many different identities,

alma mater) and CORE Academy with tools and knowledge

including LGBTQ-identified youth, youth of color, and first year/ generation college students. From his

will promote successful progressive movements within

previous experiences with youth, he wholeheartedly believes positive peer interaction can foster positive

several communities. The implementation of her Blueprint

change and community building that can ultimately be used as a platform for youth to work towards social

includes working toward the following goals: giving back to

change. His Blueprint project is aimed to work with students and youth in a unique way. He intends to

her community on a personal level; supporting students in

create a program with an amazing team of people that would allow for leadership skills, political education

achieving success beyond their expectation; and building

and life skills to be taught and shared in the form of workshops, group discussion and lectures. These

a new network of progressive thinkers and doers in the city

workshops will be run by young people who were involved in previous sessions. Naz wants to see the

of Houston. When preparation meets opportunity it equals

young people that are a part of his program take the lessons learned and not only implement them in their

success, and students should not miss opportunities

lives but educate others in their social networks. Ultimately, he wants to empower young people and give

because they are considering their options.

them the right tools to create positive progressive social change.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION & JUSTICE:
CELESTE TINAJERO

JENNYFER HERNANDEZ

Celeste is passionate about the health of her home’s environment and envisions her community sustaining

Having seen the need in her community,

Palm Beach State College –
Lake Worth, Florida

a beautiful, clean city free from plastic debris. She is determined to implement a city-wide Plastic Bag Ban.

Jennyfer’s Blueprint organizes a mentoring

In the last few decades, migration

This ban will drastically improve the environment in Reno for future generations. With the support of many

program that will support immigrant students

has been a catalyst for social change and

local organizations, especially Keep Truckee Meadows Beautiful, Celeste will help the community members of

as well as students who came from immigrant

development. It has created spaces for

Reno become more aware of the impact of plastic waste and will help phase out plastic bags within a couple

families to encourage and prepare them for

interaction between migrants, residents, and

of years. Celeste is committed to bringing her community together, eliminating plastic waste and creating a

college. This program will further develop

communities. But the interaction has failed

more beautiful and ecological place to call home.

their analytical skills and support them with

to create a full integration of the immigrant

college applications, financial aid, and finding

community into the American society.

scholarships.

Currently, immigrants interact within their own

Truckee Meadows Community College – Sparks, Nevada

As a result of her work on her Blueprint,
CELESTE TINAJERO is currently
serving as an AmeriCorps VISTA with a
local nonprofit, Keep Truckee Meadows
Beautiful.
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IMMIGRANT RIGHTS:

IMMIGRANT RIGHTS:

University of Richmond – Richmond, Virginia

secluded communities, excluded from the
rest of the population. As society experiences
drastic changes in social structures, identities,
and attitudes, the immigrant population is

GIAN PAREL

Oberlin College – Oberlin, Ohio
In collaboration with the national Filipinx
American organizations Kapit Bisig Kabataan
Network (KBKN) and Anakbayan USA, the
Filipinx American Students Association (FASA)

LELA ALI

North Carolina State University – Raleigh, North Carolina
On June 15th, 2012, President Obama announced a new Department of Homeland Security (DHS) policy,
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), which grants certain young undocumented immigrants
a renewable two-year reprieve from deportation and allowed them to work lawfully in the United States.
The introduction and implementation of DACA was the first time in U.S. history that an immigration policy
became a direct result of advocacy efforts led by the very people who are suffering from the country’s broken
immigration system. The “DREAMER’S” grassroots efforts, that reach back more than a decade before
DACA, have also led the Obama administration to expand the eligibility requirements for DACA last November
and to create a comparable “deferred action” program for the parents of U.S. Citizens: Deferred Action for
Parental Accountability (DAPA), which is expected to benefit nearly 5 million undocumented immigrants living
in the United States. Lela wishes to be at the forefront of implementing these recent immigration policies by
supporting undocumented immigrants in gathering documentation for their DACA/DAPA requests, advising
them on the many academic, career and personal opportunities that could be made possible by obtaining
DACA/DAPA, and providing support and other mechanisms of involvement for those who may not qualify for
either programs. These objectives will be made possible with the collaboration of campus and community
organizations in conducting free legal DACA/DAPA clinics in the Triangle Area (Raleigh, Durham, and Chapel
Hill) of North Carolina. DACA/DAPA clinics will serve to inform applicants and their family members about
DACA and DAPA , explain the potential risks involved, provide resource advice on educational and work
opportunities for undocumented immigrants, and go well beyond a service in providing both those who
qualify and who do not other mechanisms in getting involved in the movement.

ANA GUEVARA

at Oberlin College educates, politicizes, and
trains its membership in organizing as points
of departure to join broader movements to
smash white supremacy (especially anti-Black
racism), patriarchy, and capitalism. FASA holds
educational discussions to learn about each
other as individuals and our collective his-/
herstory and values together. FASA trains all
of its members on how to organize events on
campus, host speakers and artists, and facilitate
anti-oppression discussions. Specifically
working with KBKN, FASA is launching yearly
exposition trips to the Philippines in response to
Filipinxs asking for Filipinx Americans to come
to the Philippines to learn about revolutionary
movements led by the urban poor and rural
farmers and to motivate Filipinx Americans to
make anti-imperialist change happen in the
United States. The exposition trip serves to
ground FASA members’ education and politics
in the struggles and successes of the most
marginalized Filipinxs.

often left behind, especially economically. Ana
Guevara’s Blueprint will consist of creating
a program where she will be working with
immigrant populations on financial literacy.
This will have a positive effect at both macro
and micro levels of the United States economy
by helping immigrants gain the tools needed
to navigate the American financial system.
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LGBTQ+ RIGHTS AND LIBERATION:
KYLE ALBERT

PETER RUIZ

BRI WARNER

The ACTivist Theatre seeks to use theatre as a

Bri’s Blueprint is an ongoing program where LGBTQIA youth will have the opportunity to become peer

Drawing from their own experience coming

way to create cross-generational communication

educators on comprehensive sex education and youth advocacy. Through these sessions, LGBTQIA youth

out and growing up in the queer blogosphere,

between Queer youth and their communities. The

participants will be educated on issues related to comprehensive sex education as well as advocacy so

Kyle’s Blueprint seeks to provide a platform to

target audiences are low-income and immigrant

that they may become advocates and peer educators. Issues covered will include, but are not limited

uplift, affirm, and strengthen LGBTQ+ youth

communities in which there is a lack of education

to: navigating the healthcare system, self-care, sexual orientation, body positivity, consent, safe sex, STI

voices through the creation of a “Queer Youth

around Queer issues and where we see the

prevention, definitions of transgender, intersex, non-gender conforming, gender fluid or non-binary with an

Series” published on Bluestockings Magazine,

highest rates of homeless queer youth. Using the

emphasis on gender as a spectrum and that not every individual fits the categories described above. Peer

an intersectional feminist web magazine

Queer youth’s own stories and ideas, we will write,

educators will also be trained in youth advocacy, including courts advocacy to overturn “no promo homo”

based out of Brown University. Prioritizing

direct, act and produce these stories using both

laws in the state of Mississippi.

the voices of youth 18 and below, the series

professional actors and the youth themselves as

will solicit pieces from LGBTQ+ youth across

the vehicle. The end goal of this organization will

the United States, and aim to publish a

be to have troupes of actors all across the nation

minimum of 15 pieces that speak on queer,

use this model to combat issues Queer youth

feminist, and other intersecting movements

around the nation are facing. It is important that

and experiences from a youth perspective.

these troupes are community-based, seeing as

LGBTQ+ youth who submit work will be paired

every community has its own particular issues. The

with experienced editors, who will guide them

hope is to use theatre as both a tool of education

through a workshopping process before their

and to build stronger communities to have a

pieces are published online. The goals of the

world in which Queer youth homelessness can be

series are twofold: contribute much-needed

eradicated.

Brown University –
Providence, Rhode Island
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LGBTQ+ RIGHTS AND LIBERATION:

Rollins College – Orlando, Florida

Mississippi University for Women – Columbus, MS

ROMEO JACKSON

will be interning with
the National Center for
Transgender Equality
and also will be
president of the Campus
Pride Advisory Board.

youth voices to present debates within
LGBTQ+ communities and movements, and
provide a platform to support LGBTQ+ youth
who are finding their voices. Contributors will
be paid for their work through honorariums.

PETER RUIZ will be an acting apprentice with
Florida Studio Theatre in Sarasota.

JASON BASKETTE – CHALK

University of Connecticut – Storrs, Connecticut
If you are involved in social media somehow or have ever been on instagram, you’ve probably seen the
hashtags for (#MCM) Man Crush Monday or (#WCW) Woman Crush Wednesday. Jason seeks to create
a new one. Jason will build on the idea of the #MCM and #WCW hashtag to create awareness for gender

WARREN RADEBE

identities that go beyond the binary. His project, Love Beyond the Binary, will bring to light the unique

Johnson C. Smith University – Charlotte, North Carolina

beauty of gender diversity. Every Friday, a new photo or photos of individuals who identify as a gender

Warren’s Blueprint “Sexuality Advocacy for Equality (SAFE) Pride” received a grant to organize a New Black

identity that exists outside of the binary or express themselves in a way that breaks the social and cultural

movie screening. In 2014, SAFE Pride put together a project plan to combine the New Black screening and

expectations of gender will be released. These photos will be paired with a hashtag that promotes gender

launch the first PRIDE events at Johnson C. Smith University. The SAFE Pride project aims to advocate for

diversity and the idea that we can be loved and found to be attractive too. This Blueprint will help debunk

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer identities and increasing LGBTQ diversity and inclusion

myths that people beyond the binary can only be loved if they are the object of a fetish and the idea that

on campus across staff, faculty, and student body. The project also educates the campus community

we only come in the form of a confusing mix of male and female. This project will challenge the ideas and

and fosters conversations about human rights issues, and exposes the concerns of LGBTQ students on

beliefs our society currently holds about gender and the gender binary.

campus in order to create an amicable environment for LGBTQ students.
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NATIVE AMERICAN EMPOWERMENT, CULTURAL
PRESERVATION, & TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY:

PUBLIC HEALTH:
ALMA HERNANDEZ

STEPHANIE PADILLA

University of Arizona –
Tucson, Arizona

Stephanie’s Blueprint focuses on bringing the youth of her Pueblo community, Isleta, together to preserve

is a fact that people of color have

University of New Mexico – Albuquerque, New Mexico
their culture. She hopes to eventually bring youth from all 20 Pueblo’s together on a council, preserving
what their ancestors fought so hard to keep through the many years of colonization and terror they were
forced to face. Through the preservation of heritage and culture Stephanie believes that other major Native
American issues will have the potential to fall to a low. Issues such as high dropout rates, alcohol abuse
and suicide are well known amongst Native American communities and Stephanie hopes that a long term
effect of youth involvement, cultural education and support from each other will have a positive impact on
these issues. The youth will not only participate but eventually lead and have a chance to make a positive
difference in their communities, giving them a sense of belonging, responsibility and purpose.

Health Disparities are no secret; it
worse health outcomes compared
to those who are white. People live
in poverty all across the country and
employment is not a guarantee to
access to health care in our nation.
We have known this for years and
yet neglect to accept it. Health care
is a human right and so is having
information readily available. Alma has always been very interested in health care and works to help others
from her community. When people discuss problems within their communities and say they are worried
about employment and education, they also point out that in order to have a successful thriving community
people need to be healthy. Obesity and diabetes are very serious issues within Alma’s community and
her goal is to be able to impact the life of her community members. Public Health and Prevention is very
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important to help improve the life of others. Public health is social justice and it is essential to educate the
members of our communities about health issues in order to eliminate health disparities.

SYDNEY PETTIFORD

University of Virginia – Charlottesville, Virginia
“The CAPS Project” seeks to better equip members of the UVa community (specifically students) with mental
health services and access to information regarding mental health issues. The first aim of this project is to
try and gain more mental health resources for the UVa community. Counseling and Psychological Services
(colloquially known as CAPS) is a free, university funded counseling center open to all students. To assist more
students, the goal is to lobby the Office of the Dean of Students or the President’s Office to allocate money
for at least one or two more counselors. If this cannot be achieved, the goal is to make CAPS more visible by
actively publicizing events like the free mental health screenings that occur every semester. The second aim
seeks to evaluate whether the Resident Advisors and Senior Residents at UVa who directly serve over 5,000
members of the student body feel as if they are equipped to handle students with pre-existing or emerging
mental health issues in addition to feeling supported themselves. The goal is to conduct a survey and use
those responses to influence Housing and Residence Life Department to provide optional or mandatory
workshops regarding mental health.
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RACIAL JUSTICE:

RACIAL JUSTICE:
AREEBA KAMAL

MARKITA HELTON

Areeba had always known that writing

U.S. society has a tendency to exclude

is her chosen form of expression,

people simply by refusing to talk

and her perpetual strength. For her

about them. In the case of the –isms,

Blueprint, she chose to expand upon

the struggles and cries of millions of

her portfolio of published work, first

people at a time, hundreds of millions

in her capacity as a college corre-

collectively, go ignored. My Blueprint

spondent for USA TODAY, where she

targets the children who must navigate

pitched, researched and published

life plagued by the same tragic realities

weekly stories on current news for

that face adults except with much

USA TODAY’s college-going audience

less agency and the impression that

on a variety of political, cultural and

experiences integral to their identity

economic subjects, including Net

aren’t real or are terrible secrets that

Neutrality, Islamophobia and Trans-

never happen anywhere else. A group

gender Student Rights. Now, using

of University of Louisville students of

her experience with reporting and her

various marginalized identities and I

insights from writing about issues that

will express our struggles as children

are at once deeply personal and of

through storybook writing. As a team of

great social, political and economic

authors and illustrators, we will author

significance for larger communities,

children’s books, print, and distribute

she is exploring writing for socio-po-

them to elementary schools across

litical magazines in her home country

Louisville, KY so that children can have

Pakistan, as well as here in the United

their own stories read to them and

States and trying to bring her person-

realize that they do not struggle alone.

Mount Holyoke College –
South Hadley, MA

NICHOLAS CHAN

University of Texas – Austin, Texas
Organizing in the South is hard. Organizing Asian
Americans in the South is even harder. Nick noticed
the huge feeling of apathy among many Asian
30

American students at University of Texas Austin’s
50,000+ student population and expansive campus.
The problem was not a lack of numbers but a lack of
consciousness about identity, the community, and
social justice problems of many Asian Americans in
the South. Hoping to establish a sense of community
among the diverse Asian and Asian Pacific Islander (A/
API) student population, Nick organized a conference
with the rest of his political organization to establish a
network of support, provide everyone with tools to be
social justice advocates, and to help build a stronger
sense of identity among individuals. As the fastest
growing immigrant population, the problem is about
purpose in our numbers. “If you are not at the table,
then you’re surely on the menu.”

University of Louisville –
Louisville, KY

al experiences with class, race and

NATHAN DETWEILER

St. Olaf College – Northfield, Minnesota
It has become increasingly prevalent in our society to talk
about being post-racial. Yet, this assumption is incredibly
harmful to the realities of social injustices disseminated
across races. St. Olaf College is a traditionally white
college and the campus rarely engages with discussion
about white privilege and the role of race in the USA.
Nathan’s Blueprint develops a workshop that teaches
critical race theory on campus. This workshop will focus
on what race is, what institutional racism looks like,
media portrayals of race and how to break moments of
oppression. Through this workshop he hopes to improve
general awareness of critical race theory and also
improve the community on campus.

gender into her work. She has been
published by Express Tribune and
Dawn in Pakistan, both widely read
national newspapers, as well as USA
TODAY, Mic.Com and NextNewDeal.
com in the US.

OLIVIA WALLACE

Ohio University – Athens, Ohio
Olivia Wallace’s Blueprint is a vision to create a community bound by an alliance of black, brown and white
students on a small college campus. This Alliance will be led by black and brown organizational Presidents
to insure that like peoples are communicating about radical change. The Alliance will host monthly
discussions, teach-ins, and public activities – including the arts – to engage in productive conversations

ALEXANDRIA CLARK

Claflin University – Orangeburg, South Carolina
Due to the rise in the attention surrounding the wrongful killings of black and brown youth across the nation,
Alexandra feels it is important to get in touch with the youth of the Orangeburg community to serve as a
guide to these issues that they may not be able to understand. As a the political action chair for the NAACP
at her university, she feels it is important to use this platform to travel to schools in the area and host “DropIn Workshops” that will better inform the youth on the issues they are directly and indirectly effected by.

about race in a local and national context. Many of these discussions will be a safe place for only students
while other gatherings will be public to the administration and community. The Alliance demands mandatory
“Cultural Competency Classes” for all students, community standard recipients, RAs, faculty and staff. The
Alliance will reform the Ohio University Police Department through specified disarmament and examination
of their diversity training. The Alliance will continue to push for better minority representation through
recruitment, scholarships, institutional support, and intersectionality in University curriculum. The Alliance
will create a public space free of charge for political and radical signage in our student center. Through the
work of this Alliance, a more diverse and learned community will be produced.
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RACIAL JUSTICE:
OLIVIA SEDWICK

REGINALD HUTCHINS

LEAH FORD

During 2014 discussions were spurred nationwide

Leah’s Blueprint aims to create an abortion fund for

Olivia’s Blueprint seeks to uplift her

via social media, major media outlets, and amongst

people seeking financial help with their abortions in

community through “Deeper than Black,”

young people in different settings about the value

West Tennessee. This fund will help people pay for

which allows for the education of black

of black life – black male life more specifically - in

their abortions and other practical support, such as

and brown youths in the context of their

America. These discussions in large part were part

lodging and transportation. Leah’s vision is for all

own success and how these existing

of the retaliation and response to the Mike Brown

people to have the resources and the ability to access

systems of oppression affect them.

and Eric Garner cases amongst others. From this,

a full range of choices about their pregnancies. There

Olivia feels this is her way to impact the

the importance of reframing the black male narrative

is no choice without access, and this abortion fund will

struggle by equipping the youth in her

in America became more evident and thus the

work to address this issue of the financial accessibility

communities with the tools necessary

idea behind The Well Institute was born. The Well

of abortion procedures in West Tennessee.

to survive, thrive and stay alive in this

Institute is a two-day conference for grade school

society that does little to nothing to

black males in Atlanta, GA led by college-aged black

reinforce their worth. Using history,

males from Morehouse College and other Atlanta

culture and physical activity as the basis

based colleges. The goal of the conference is create

of the curriculum, black and brown youth

space that will serve as an incubator for young black

will have the opportunity to feel worthy.

males to discuss societal issues and develop ways to

College students will be trained in the

redefine the young black male role and perception in

curriculum and how it is to be executed

society while also developing a coalition of black men

for the participating youth. It will act as

spanning several generations committed to making

an after-school program, dedicated to

each black male life matter. Through thoughtful

the reinforcement of school curriculum

dialogue, diversity activities, intentional, and age-

while primarily giving students the proper

differentiated workshops, the Well Institute aims to be

context in which to learn.

the first step in reshaping the black male narrative.

Winston – Salem State University –
Winston Salem, North Carolina
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REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE:
Morehouse College – Atlanta, Georgia

Rhodes College – Memphis, Tennessee

LEAH FORD will be working at Planned Parenthood Greater Memphis Region starting in May as their Volunteer

Coordinator.

JODI NIMMO will be attending graduate school in Arkansas next year and working on a research assistantship
within the Sociology Masters program studying race, class, and gender as well as critical white studies.
JODI NIMMO

University of Arkansas – Fayetteville, Arkansas
Jodi’s Blueprint works to lead a workshop to increase campus and local community access to medically
accurate, comprehensive, gender- and sexual-orientation-inclusive sex education. Arkansas still has not
legislated sex education into its required curriculum, and this workshop will work to fill that void. Further
action toward legally mandating sex education in the state is necessary, but this workshop will take the

OLIVIA SEDWICK will be working in the formation of public higher education policy and advocacy in

first step to share information that can literally save lives and last a lifetime.

REGINALD HUTCHINS has accepted a position teaching in Brooklyn, NY starting in July 2015. shaming
to be more inclusive and sex positive. She was also awarded a Fulbright Grant and will be living and
teaching English in Colombia for the 2014-2015 school year.

AMBER TINSOM

North Carolina and will be enrolling in law school at Howard University next fall.

Hampshire College – Amherst, Massachusetts
Amber’s Blueprint outlines her plan to create a student-led doula network in the Western Massachusetts area.
By utilizing local non-profits and already established networks of birth workers, she plans on making doula

MAKELA ELVY

DePauw University – Greencastle, IN

training accessible for students and local members of her community who are interested in birth work, while
also being conscious of the intersectionality that is inherent in any Reproductive Justice issue. By focusing
on populations that face social or economic barriers to adequate and accurate information regarding their

Makela’s Blueprint has two main goals: 1) to get a multicultural competence requirement mandated at

reproductive health and alternative birthing options, she hopes to improve the birth and pregnancy experience

DePauw, and 2) to inform the community about the history of diversity and racism on DePauw’s campus. So

of people who would otherwise have limited options. Her ultimate goal is to establish a network of educators

far she has started a blog that shows a timeline of campus acts of discrimination and racism, talks about the

and doulas who can provide education and resources that empower people to make informed decisions about

recent campus movements, and the push for this multicultural competency requirement. She is collaborating

their reproductive health, and provide unconditional support and advocacy for the biological, psychological, and

with other members in her sorority and student government to ensure this requirement gets implemented.

social needs of marginalized pregnant people.
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REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE:

VOTING RIGHTS & VOTER EDUCATION:

FERNANDO RAMOS

PRISCILLA ACOSTA

Tulane Greek Life Against Sexual Assault (GLASA) is a project developed to mobilize the Tulane Greek

Priscilla’s Blueprint seeks to educate young people on dispelling voter myths in order to increase voter

Northern Arizona University – Flagstaff, Arizona

Tulane University – New Orleans, Louisiana
Community to be better advocates for the elimination of sexual violence on college campuses, while supporting
survivors to speak out in a safe environment. Research has shown that the prevalence of sexual violence cases
within American college campus is extremely high, and the risks are even higher for Greek Affiliates. Therefore
the project is designed to unify the community through one collective structure. The mission of Tulane GLASA is
to educate the members of the Tulane Greek community through trainings and other events. The initial campaign

participation. She hopes to mobilize young voters in order to create a large voter turnout every election year.
Her vision for her community is to see students become empowered and have hope for our political system
by becoming involved in politics. Her vision is to have civic engagement programs implemented throughout
high schools and elementary schools because being exposed to politics at a young age will hopefully
encourage more students of color to run for public office. Ten years

will address the misconceptions of consent, promote bystander intervention strategies, and educate the
community on the complexities surrounding sexual violence. Through the project we want to create a campus
that can provide proper and essential support to survivors. The organization is planned to develop a strong
coalition with the twenty Greek chapters at Tulane and with key players and resources within the university such
as Tulane Sexual Assault Peer Hotline and Education, Tulane Wellness and Health Promotion Center, and the
New Orleans Take Back the Night Planning Board.

ZACHARY KOOP

University of Wisconsin – La Crosse, Wisconsin
Zachary aspires to increase civic participation by making civic engagement more inclusive. His Blueprint
includes a plan for the institutionalization of a student voter-registration program at his home university, a
study on the courts and their historic relation to the evolution of voting rights, and a bid for the presidency

ALYSSAH ROTH
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University of Texas – El Paso, Texas
Alyssah’s Blueprint builds on the work of a YP4

FERNANDO RAMOS will be working with

the Democratic Governors Association as the
assistant to the finance director.

Alumnus to ensure everybody in El Paso, TX,
Southeast New Mexico, and Juarez, Mexico have
access to and the ability to make healthy choices
with their bodies. The West Fund will provide the
resources to pay for abortion services, such as
birth control or the surgery itself, that folks need
but don’t have any access to. The Fund is also
dedicated to fighting for reproductive rights and
informing others in the community about medically
accurate sex education.

EMMA HALLING

University of Kansas – Lawrence, Kansas
Emma is working to address sexual assault
at the Kansas Regents Universities, primarily
the flagship school, the University of Kansas
(KU). After organizing campus activism at KU
to press for an administrative commitment
to improving sexual assault policies, Emma
now sits on the taskforce that is evaluating
and recommending changes to sexual
assault policies. As a practice in knowledge
production, Emma will be researching the
patterns and rates of transfer between
universities of students found responsible
for sexual assault, and recommending state
and school policy changes to identify repeat
assailants and prevent future victimization.

of his school’s student body. He hopes to share his system with all UW schools, ultimately normalizing the
culture of voting in university populations. He believes the best way to win change is through policy and
wants to make voting more a part of Wisconsin’s culture.
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WOMEN’S RIGHTS:

WOMEN’S RIGHTS:

PAVITRA ABRAHAM

JOANNA JAEGER

University of Michigan –
Ann Arbor, Michigan

University of Wisconsin – Madison, Wisconsin
Joanna’s Blueprint aims to create an informal safer space for adolescent women in the Madison community

As a first-generation Indian American

to come together to grow in their identities, personal politics, and feminisms. The goal is for young women

woman, all too often Pavrita is excluded from

to be able to explore their various interests in a safer space that is affirming and welcoming. Participants

conversations about politics and finds that

will explore and discuss social justice, feminism, gender, identity policing, art as a tool of activism, self-love,

she is not represented in congress. Through

using the courts for change, and so much more. This space will also serve as a venue to connect young

her work she plans to engage with an existing

women with resources to engage within the Madison community, whether these resources be individuals,

program known as Girls’ State to increase

formal organizations or informal organizing spaces. Joanna hopes to initially facilitate a free multi-day

minority enrollment and ensure young

summer summit, and to move into hosting safer spaces/discussion groups throughout the academic school

women from all backgrounds are afforded

year for more continuous exploration of the group’s interests.

the resources and leadership development
necessary to move through their lives as
empowered, civically active individuals. Girls’
State is a one-week leadership development

MELISSA ALBA

and government simulation program that

Loyola University – New Orleans, Louisiana

teaches young girls around the states about

Melissa’s Blueprint aims at building confidence and educating young women about the true indicators of

governmental practices and the importance
36

beauty. Melissa hopes to bring a mix of college women and high school students together to discuss the

of participating in the political process. By

pressures that society places on young women. By creating a safe space where the voices of young women

ensuring more minority women attend this

are taken seriously, Melissa hopes to help build confidence that could lead to major changes in each individual

program each year, she will help establish the

young lady. Her project will consist of a girl’s night for change. During this meeting, young women will get to

building blocks necessary for these young

share and hear stories of powerful female leaders who came from similar circumstances. Melissa hopes to

women to understand the potential of their
roles in our society.

create a sisterly bond between these young ladies and instill the thought that all women are powerful and

LAURA HERNANDEZ

Florida International University –
Miami, Florida

GABRIELA NOA BETANCOURT
Tulane University –
New Orleans, Louisiana

Gabriela’s Blueprint seeks to enhance
professional development resources for
women of color on Tulane’s campus. As
part of the leadership of the new Women
of Color Collective on campus, she seeks
to empower a network where women of

As a social justice mentorship for women of color,
Laura’s Blueprint will seek to empower women
and create a safe space for them to grow as allies
and as women of color living in a colonized and
patriarchal society. The program will help these
women to decolonize their daily way of thinking
and help foster a greater sense of self-esteem,
allyship and leadership through activities inspired
by YP4 workshops.

color can feel safe and supported within
a predominantly white institution. The
Blueprint aims to open a sustainable
dialogue with multiple campus departments
to address how they can improve student
support and empower students of color.

LAURA HERNANDEZ will be interning with

the American Association with University
Women’s Public Policy & Governmental Relations
department this summer.

beautiful regardless of the pressures that society puts on us. Melissa hopes that a girl’s night for change will
be a step towards promoting empowerment. She hopes to push the young ladies that participate to find their
voice in this male dominated world and not be afraid to create their own definition of beauty. The final product
of this project would be a booklet containing various women’s definition of beauty.
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WOMEN’S RIGHTS:
MONA ZAHIR

Winston – Salem State University – Winston Salem, North Carolina
How can an African American woman fulfill her fullest potential when negative stigmas and stereotypes
of her demographics are continuously perpetuated in society? Mona’s Blueprint aims to combat this
sociocultural issue among black women through a nonprofit called Q.U.E.E.N.. Q.U.E.E.N. is an organization
that aims to uplift and advance African American females through African ancestry. The unique technique
of linking African ancestry will be through an educated curriculum-based program. Beginning as young as
adolescence, this curriculum will educate African American girls on their history before the trans-Atlantic
slave trade, focusing on the African queens in ancient civilizations. This emphasis will not only create a
bond to their African roots but ultimately serve as inspiration to the woman to show them what they can
be despite negative societal depictions. Based on five themes: Education, Civic Engagement, Health and
Lifestyle, Sister Unity, and Black Awareness, Q.U.E.E.N. holistically aims to positively influence young
women on campus and in the community while challenging them to tap inside their inner queen.

SARAH CASTRO

Rollins College – Winter Park, FL
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Internet cafés are not a new concept in Pakistan, but they are typically dominated by men and deemed
unsafe or improper places for women and girls. The All Women Net Café of Gilgit, Pakistan will be a safe
and productive environment where every woman will be welcome, regardless of her class, age, or familiarity
with technology. This café will be a suitable working space where women can feel comfortable using the net
for their education, career, or networking. The All Women Net Café will be solely operated by women and
contribute to the local economy by providing opportunities for employment and job experience. Guests of
the café will be able to research their interests and learn technical skills to further their goals and endeavors.

WHAT’S NEXT?
ALUMNI AND ADVANCED
LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

ALUMNI NETWORK
Once the Fellowship year is over, YP4

encourages alumni to continue utilizing the
networks created through the program.

These connections are critical for building
support, uniting emerging young talent

for greater impact, cultivating leadership

skills, and contributing to the progressive
movement. As alumni, you also have the

opportunity to give back to the YP4 program
by sharing your experiences and expertise
with the current Fellowship class by
engaging in:

THE ALUMNI BOARD

The board is comprised of 9 former YP4 Fellows who are selected by YP4 staff based on their demonstrated
leadership as well as their commitment to the program and to the larger progressive movement.
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LOCAL NETWORKS

To support alumni in the communities where they live and work, YP4 staff and the Alumni Board work with local
networks of alumni to convene regional calls and events to discuss issues, advocacy campaigns, and other work
specific to their regions. Currently, 200 YP4 alumni are participating in local networks in New York City, Washington,
and San Francisco.

FELLOWSHIP SUPPORT

Every year, alumni help to recruit, nominate, and select new Fellows. They also serve as trainers and support staff at
regional and national trainings and help review Blueprints for Social Justice. Approximately 200 alumni have assisted
in the recruitment and selection of the past five Fellowship classes alone.

MENTORSHIP

During the YP4 Fellowship program, staff matches current Fellows with alumni based on skill set, issue area, and
region. Fellows spend four months working with mentors in one-on-one sessions that guide them through goal
setting, network/relationship-building, and the creation of a Blueprint for Social Justice.

ALUMNI GIVING

By giving back, alumni show their appreciation for the experiences they went through as YP4 Fellows, ensuring
that future generations of young leaders have access to YP4’s programs. Please consider making a generous
donation today.

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES

In addition to meeting up with other alumni through local networks and coming back to YP4 spaces as trainers and
mentors, we encourage alumni to grow the relationships from their Fellowship year by connecting online with other
members of the alumni network. Joining our listervs and social media groups is the most effective way to receive
notifications from staff and fellow YP4 alumni regarding opportunities for engagement and other YP4 updates.
If you are interested in any of these Alumni engagement opportunities please contact Chagan Sanathu
at csanathu@pfaw.org.
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ADVANCED LEADERSHIP
The youth leadership programs of People for the American Way Foundation don’t end with the end of your

Fellowship year. We are committed to your lifelong leadership development and want to ensure that young
progressives are supported not just for a month or a year, but over the long-term. Advanced leadership

opportunities are available to all alumni who have successfully completed YP4’s programs. These opportunities
allow former Fellows to build on the skills they learned during their Fellowship year, enhance their knowledge of

progressive issues, and expand their roles in the progressive movement in new and exciting ways. Opportunities
for Advanced Leadership include:

STAFF CONTACT INFORMATION
JOY LAWSON

MERCEDES FULBRIGHT

KAREN SCHILLINGER

jlawson@pfaw.org

mfulbright@pfaw.org

kschillinger@pfaw.org

@JoyNLawson

@msmercedesfu

LELA ALI

202.467.2315

FLLA is a premier leadership development program offered every year by the Young Elected Officials (YEO) Network
and YP4 to young progressive leaders who are interested in greater civic participation. By providing them with the
opportunity to learn successful skills and tactics from YEOs and campaign experts, participants learn the basic skills
needed for working on a campaign or even someday running for office themselves.

202.467.2368

CHAGAN SANATHU

VIDUSHANI JAYALAL

csanathu@pfaw.org

vjayalal@pfaw.org

@ChaganSanathu

@vidushani

202.467.2327

THE FRONT LINE LEADERS ACADEMY (FLLA)

202.467.2340

MARION ANDREW
HUMPHREY, JR.

lali@pfaw.org

POY WINICHAKUL

202.467.2338

pwinichakul@pfaw.org

GABRIELA DE GOLIA
gdegolia@gmail.com

ahumphrey@pfaw.org
202.467.2341

@humphreymarion

THE YP4 CAREER CENTER
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This resource is designed to assist young progressives with having lifelong roles in the progressive movement,
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including job listings, professional tips, and more.

H. JOHN HEINZ III COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP

As a YP4 alum, you are qualified for this unique scholarship opportunity if you choose to pursue a Master of Science
in Public Policy & Management at Carnegie Mellon University’s Heinz College.
If you are interested in any of these Advanced Leadership opportunities please contact
Karen Schillinger at kschillinger@pfaw.org.

youngpeoplefor.org
Twitter: @YP4
YouTube: YoungPeopleFor
Facebook: www.facebook.com/youngpeoplefor
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